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SUMMarY

The University of Cambridge wishes to express its sincere gratitude to the
Alwaleed Bin Talal Foundation for the generous pledge of £ million to 
establish The Prince Alwaleed Bin Talal Centre of Islamic Studies Fund (“the
Fund”). The first instalment of £ million was received on  June  and
a second instalment of £ million on rd December .

The benefaction supports activities of the Prince Alwaleed Centre of Islamic
Studies at the University of Cambridge, the aim of which is to foster deeper
understanding between the Muslim world and the West through the paths
of high quality research and effective outreach. 

This report covers progress made since the establishment of the Fund in
. A financial statement on the performance of the Fund and explanatory
notes are also included.

The signing of the 
Agreement between the
Alwaleed Bin Talal 
Foundation and the 
University of Cambridge
took place at Buckingham
Palace, Wednesday,  May
 in the presence of
HRH The Prince Philip,
Duke of Edinburgh.
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The Prince Alwaleed Bin Talal Centre of Islamic Studies (CIS) was
established in  as a successor to the Centre of Middle Eastern and
Islamic Studies (CMEIS). CMEIS was founded in  by Professor
Arthur Arberry to foster an interest in the Middle East, particularly
the modern Middle East, amongst Cambridge scholars, students and
the general public, and to support research. 

CMEIS played an active role in promoting Middle Eastern and Islamic
Studies amongst academics and the public through lectures, seminars
and conferences. The Centre also helped to establish and develop links
between individuals and institutions with an interest in Middle East-
ern and Islamic Studies. The Centre further encouraged communica-
tion between academics, the media and the public. 

Under the Directorship of Professor Yasir Suleiman with the support
of a committee of management (Appendix I), CIS has begun to build
on the foundations laid by CMEIS to further promote and encourage
the development of a constructive and critical awareness of the role
of Islam in wider society. 

During / the Centre, often in partnership with the British Gov-
ernment and other key organisations and institutions, has played an
active role in facilitating and promoting dialogue and discussion on
a range of subjects of the day with a broad international audience.
Senior officials, scholars, faith and community leaders have engaged actively in the Centre’s
programme, the primary aim of which has been to advance tolerance, mutual understanding,
and cross-cultural dialogue between Islam and the West. 

“It has been a great honour to direct

the work of the Prince Alwaleed Bin

Talal Centre of Islamic Studies at

such a time when the mutual

understanding of cultures through

education and academic attainment

has come to the fore. The Centre is an

important initiative not only for

Cambridge but for the UK as a whole

and the generous gift that is

underpinning its development is

enabling engagement with a broad

audience as well as attracting scholars

and academics, to study, explore,

research and debate key issues of the

day. It is hoped that in future years

our work to realise shared objectives

of cultural understanding through

scholarly attainment will continue to

lead to greater collaboration and

exchange.” 

PROFESSOR YASIR SULEIMAN

Director, The Prince Alwaleed Bin

Talal Centre of Islamic Studies
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Since the Centre was established in , activities have included:

• A discussion day for the academic community entitled Lost in Translation? 
Sacred and Secular Discourse in Conflict and Post-Conflict Scenarios. This working day
brought scholars together from a range of disciplines to discuss how translation difficulties
between sacred and secular discourses impact the possibility of peace. 

• A one-day conference for academics, scholars and representatives from a variety of agen-
cies and organisations that focussed on current issues and analytic approaches to the phe-
nomenon of Radicalisation from both academic and policy-based perspectives. The
programme sought to expand the discussion historically and conceptually beyond the pre-
occupations of recent years, in an attempt to develop a more holistic understanding of a
complex individual and collective process that has represented a permanent challenge to
dominant political, social and, on occasion, economic norms.

• A one-day conference for students and teachers of Arabic at UK institutions to share 
perspectives and experiences of the way Arabic is taught. The conference, ‘Arabic on 
Campus and Beyond’ was a result of an ongoing collaboration between the Centre for
Advanced Study of the Arab World, a joint venture between the Universities of Edinburgh,
Manchester and Durham, (directed by Elisabeth Kendall) and CIS. 

• Jointly hosting the Islamic Manuscript Association’s Fifth Islamic Manuscript Confer-
ence, ‘Access and Rights’ with the Thesaurus Islamicus Foundation.

• ‘At Home Abroad: Arabic Writers in the UK’: a series of readings and discussions with
some of the foremost Arab authors writing in the UK today.

• Visits and meetings, in which CIS has either played host to or participated in as an active
partner in promoting an informed understanding of Islam and Muslims in the contem-
porary world. Visitors have often been guests of the UK Government’s Foreign and 
Commonwealth Office with the focus of the meetings being foreign affairs, security and
the development of and approaches to initiatives that promote religious tolerance and 
coexistence.

• A series of five Symposia, created a space in which  Muslims came together over nine
months to meet, discuss, debate, agree and disagree in an atmosphere of mutual respect
and critical self-reflection. Whilst funded by the UK Government’s Department for Com-
munities and Local Government, and led by Cambridge in association with the universities
of Exeter and Westminster, the project remained independent of both the Government
and the Universities. The resulting report, Contextualising Islam in Britain: Exploratory
Perspectives is available for download at www.cis.cam.ac.uk/CIBP.html. A possible 
second phase for this project is under discussion. 

• Hosting Visiting Scholarswhose work brings them temporarily to Cambridge where they
benefit from spending time visiting the CIS and making use of the resources available to
them in the pursuit of their research. In the last year CIS has hosted two such scholars,



both of whom have provided personal reports on the experiences of their time in 
Cambridge. 

Through the generous support from the Alwaleed Bin Talal Foundation, CIS will build on these
activities. Specifically: 

• the establishment of a University Lectureship in the Department of Middle Eastern Studies,
the holder of which would usually be the Assistant Director of the Centre;

• the appointment of a Public Policy Outreach Co-ordinator;

• postdoctoral fellowships and visiting fellowships;

• postgraduate studentships; and,

• further conferences, seminars, publications, and other activities to promote academic 
collaborations, both within the University, and with scholars in other institutions.

It is also the intention to develop a range of public programmes, such as public lectures, con-
ferences and summer schools, designed to promote understanding of Islam in the wider world.
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Lost in Translation? Sacred and Secular Discourse in Conflict and Post-Conflict Scenarios 
A discussion day for the academic community 
 May , St Edmund’s College, Cambridge

This event, sponsored by CIS, the University’s Religion and Ethics in War and Peacemaking
Programme and the British International Studies Association (BISA) Working Group on 
International Relations, Security and Religion brought scholars together from across a wide
range of disciplines, to discuss how translation difficulties between sacred and secular dis-
courses impact the possibility of peace. 

Future plans include a similar discussion day at a US partner institution in spring  and a
series of consultations with UK policymakers. Funding will be sought to produce a policy-rel-
evant “translation” guide and training programme, aimed at policymakers, military personnel
and civil society organisations

‘Radicalisation’ 
A one-day conference 
 June , Faculty of Asian and Middle Eastern Studies, University of Cambridge

This one-day conference, sponsored by CIS and the Centre for the Study of the International
Relations of the Middle East and North Africa (CIREMNA) at the University of Cambridge,
focussed on current issues and analytical approaches to the phenomenon of radicalisation from
both academic and policy-based perspectives. The conference was attended by  delegates
from a range of backgrounds and included PhD students, academics from Cambridge and
other institutions, visiting academics from Africa, visiting scholars from the Faculty and 
representatives from the UK Government, the Foreign Office, the Police Force and Amnesty
International.

The conference was designed not to focus on particular aspects or contexts of radicalisation
but instead to investigate the phenomenon in itself in order to establish generic patterns that
apply whatever the political or cultural context. Conclusions from the day’s deliberations will
make a significant contribution to our understanding of a manifestation of political action
that is often and mistakenly reified by states into criminality and thus objectified in ways that
make rational debate about it virtually impossible. The Conference Programme can be found
in Appendix III. An edited book containing selected papers from the conference is under con-
sideration.

‘Arabic on Campus and Beyond’
A one-day conference
 April , New College, University of Edinburgh
This one-day conference brought together speakers from some of the UK’s top universities,
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secondary schools and government institutions to share perspectives and experiences of the
way Arabic is taught. Specifically, sessions covered: the differing motivations and purposes stu-
dents have for studying Arabic and the career options available to them; the resources and
methodologies used in teaching Arabic in the UK; the ways in which Arabic is taught beyond
university campuses – in schools, adult education language centres, and the military; compar-
ative perspectives drawn from teachers of Chinese and Japanese, as well as Arabic. The confer-
ence took the format of informal presentations through the day, with breaks for refreshments
and lunch. An executive summary of the conference report can be found at Appendix VI. 
The full report can be viewed at http://www.casaw.ac.uk/system/uploads/documents/
CASAWArabiconCampus.pdf

‘At Home Abroad’
A series of readings and discussions with some of the foremost Arab authors writing in the
UK today. 
February – May , Faculty of Asian and Middle Eastern Studies, University of Cambridge

This series brought novelists, poets, critics, documentary makers and film makers to Cambridge
to discuss their work. Seminars were attended by up to  postgraduate and undergraduate
students and academics each week. Brief biographies and bibliographies of these writers and
film makers can be found in Appendix V.

‘Access and Rights’
The Islamic Manuscript Association’s Fifth Islamic Manuscript Conference
– July , Christ’s College, University of Cambridge

Improving access to manuscripts through digitisation and electronic ordering and delivery
systems whilst ensuring their proper long-term preservation is key to the successful future
study of the Islamic heritage. 

This conference, jointly hosted by the CIS and the Thesaurus Islamicus Foundation attracted
 delegates from the US, the Middle East, Africa, Asia and Europe. Over three days a mixture
of students and academics, librarians, curators, conservators, digitisation experts and repre-
sentatives from other related disciplines met to discuss the issue of access to manuscripts.

The Islamic Manuscript Association is one of the main projects of the Thesaurus Islamicus
Foundation. The Association is an international non-profit organisation dedicated to protect-
ing the Islamic manuscript collections and supporting those who work with them. It was
formed in response to the urgent need to address the poor preservation and inaccessibility of
many Islamic manuscripts around the world.

The Conference Programme can be found in Appendix IV.
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ViSitS and MeetinGS

CIS was invited on several occasions during the year to host or participate in visits and meetings
organised by the British Government. These included:

A visit by Dr Mualla Selcuk, Professor, Department of Religious Education, Ankara 
University, Ankara, Turkey
 –  February 

Dr Mualla Selcuk, Professor, Department of Religious Education, Ankara University was invited
to Britain as a guest of the Foreign and Commonwealth Office. Dr Selcuk was accompanied
by Dr Halis Albayrak, Vice Dean, Ankara University and Dr Nahide Bozkurt, Professor of 
Islamic History, Ankara University. Their specialities are teaching Islam, Islamic history and
in the Hadith. 

Professor Suleiman, along with Tim Winter, Lecturer in Islamic Studies, Faculty of Divinity
were part of the Cambridge delegation that met in London. The visiting party were subse-
quently hosted at the Centre on  February. 

A visit by Dr Mohammad Abdel al-Sattar al-Sayed, Minister of Awqaf (Religious and 
Endowments), Damascus, Syria
 April to  May 

Dr Mohammad al-Sayed was invited to Britain as a guest of the Foreign and Commonwealth
Office. 

Dr al-Sayed previously served as Director and Deputy Minister in the Ministry before being
appointed Minister in December . He has a degree in Economics from Damascus Univer-
sity and an Honorary PhD in Islamic Law from Al Azhar University. He is also an author, 
specialising in Quranic exegesis.

The meeting formed part of a programme of visits to further the shared objectives of both the
UK and Syrian Governments’ counter radicalisation programmes. The British Embassy in
Damascus is working hard with relations with the Syrian authorities to enable the promotion
of the excellent model of religious tolerance and coexistence that exists in Syria. The Minister’s
visit was considered a reaffirmation of the desire to continue to work together on a wide-rang-
ing programme of activities, to run from –.

Visit by the Rector of Al-Azhar University, Cairo and senior colleagues 
 July 

On Wednesday  July, representatives of the Al-Azhar University who had been invited to
Britain as guests of the Foreign and Commonwealth Office, visited the University of Cam-
bridge. The purpose of the visit was to strengthen relations between Al-Azhar University, Cairo,
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and Faculties of Arabic/Islamic Studies at UK Universities, including Cambridge, with a view
to establishing mutually beneficial academic links. For some delegates this was their first visit
to the UK.

Al-Azhar University, Cairo, was founded in AD (Ramadan, AH), and is one of the oldest
functional universities. The University is the chief centre of Arabic literature and Sunni Islamic
learning in the world. Its mission includes the propagation of Islamic religion and culture. To
this end, its Islamic scholars issue edicts on disputes submitted to them from across the Sunni
Islamic world regarding the proper conduct for Muslim individuals or societies. 

The visit to Cambridge included a welcome at the Faculty of Divinity by Dr Kate Pretty, Pro-
Vice-Chancellor for International Strategy; and meetings with Professor David Ford, Regius
Professor of Divinity and Director of the Cambridge Inter-Faith Programme; and Professor
Suleiman. A tour of Queen’s College, Zuhur Prayers at the Barker Room and lunch at the Uni-
versity Centre, hosted by the Pro Vice-Chancellor for Education, Dr John Rallison, comprised
the other aspects of the trip.

A Meeting with the Secretary of State for Communities and Local Government and 
Professor Suleiman

On  April  Professor Suleiman met with Senior UK Government Officials and repre-
sentatives of key initiatives that share objectives to promote community cohesion and inter-
faith understanding at the House of Commons to discuss the Contextualisation of Islam in
Britain Report and follow-up.

Symposia of the Contextualising Islam in Britain Project, January to May . 
A series of five Symposia were held at the Møller Centre, Cambridge and the University of
Westminster between January and May , which brought together Muslim academics, schol-
ars, writers, Heads of Islamic Schools and representatives of Muslim faith organisations to 
debate what it means to live faithfully as a Muslim in Britain today.  

As discussions developed, the group engaged and debated a range of topics. The simple ques-
tion about living in multicultural, plural and ‘secular’ Britain soon developed into a range of
related issues: what are the different meanings that ‘secular’ can have, and how are these 
contested? What does the Qur’anic commitment to pluralism mean in our current context?
What is the relationship between the overall objectives of the Shari’ah and the political and
ethical vision expressed in international human rights instruments? Another important area
of discussion was about citizenship. What do Islamic traditions have to say about citizenship,
and how might Muslim scholarship develop this notion further? How are discourses about 
citizenship created in Britain today? What does or should active citizenship imply, and what
might the barriers be to accepting these discourses.

The resulting report, Contextualising Islam in Britain: Exploratory Perspectives, was launched
at the University of Cambridge on  October . An Executive Summary of the report can
be found at Appendix VII. The full report can be downloaded from http://www.cis.cam.
ac.uk/CIBPReportWeb.pdf.
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ViSitinG SchOlarS

The Centre’s library collection is distinguished by its emphasis on the history, politics and 
economics of the modern Middle East. The library holds a collection of journals, economic
and political reports, newspapers received regularly from the Middle East and also a small
closed archive. Scholars from around the world are drawn to this resource to further their 
research. During / the Centre hosted Dr Charlene Tan, a visiting Scholar from the
Nanyang Technological University, Singapore and Allon J Uhlmann, a visiting scholar from
the University of Missouri, St Louis (Department of Anthropology).

A Report by Visiting Scholar, Dr Charlene Tan, Associate Professor, Policy and 
Leadership Studies Academic Group, Nanyang Technological University, Singapore, 
 July  – August 

I was a Visiting Scholar at the Prince Alwaleed Bin Talal Centre
of Islamic Studies, University of Cambridge from  July to Aug
. During my -month association with the Centre, I was
given the privilege of accessing valuable research materials at the
library of the Faculty of Asian and Middle Eastern Studies, other
libraries of the University, and the library of Wolfson College
(where I stayed). Together with the online resources offered by
the University, especially current journal articles, the research
materials have contributed significantly to my on-going research
in the following areas: Islamic and Muslim education, madrasah
curriculum, multiculturalism, and religious and spiritual 
education. Consequently, I spent the  months productively by
writing and revising the following research articles: 

. Tan, C. & Abbas, D.B. (). The ‘Teach Less, Learn More’ initiative in Singapore: New
pedagogies for Islamic religious schools? KEDI Journal of Education Policy, (), –. 

. Tan, C. (forthcoming). Contesting reform: Bernstein’s pedagogic device and madrasah
education in Singapore. Journal of Curriculum Studies. 

. Tan, C. (forthcoming). Taking faith seriously: Philosophical thoughts on religious educa-
tion. Beliefs and Values. 

. Tan, C. & Hairon, S. (forthcoming). The Negotiation of the curriculum for the Malay-
Muslims in Singapore. International Handbook Migration, Minorities, and Education – 
Understanding Cultural and Social Differences in processes of Learning (Publisher: Springer). 

. Tan, C.Competing Discourses: Schooling the Malay Muslims in Singapore. Under review. 
. Chen, K.L. & Tan, C. Exploring the spiritual needs of adolescent girls. Under review. 

Besides research and publications, I had a fruitful time of discussion with the Director of the
Centre, Professor Yasir Suleiman, on Islamic education in Singapore and Britain. We also 
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explored possible future research collaboration such as organising a conference on Islamic 
education. 

Due to the timing (during the summer vacation) and the brevity of my association at the 
Centre, I was unfortunately unable to participate in the seminars, lectures and other events 
organised by the Centre during term time. I hope to have the opportunity to visit the Centre
again so that I could be more actively involved in the Centre’s activities such as attending its
seminars, and contribute to the Centre by presenting my research findings and engaging in 
research collaborations with the academics at the Centre, Faculty and University.
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A Report from Research Fellow,  Allon J. Uhlmann, University of Missouri, St Louis, 
May–June 

I spent the months of May and June in Cambridge pursuing my
research into cognitive aspects of Arabic instruction. My period
in Cambridge was invaluable for the development of my research
project. In particular I would like to highlight the workshops,
seminars and other intellectual activity and the intellectual 
contribution of the scholars at the Centre. 

During my period at Cambridge I was able to participate in
several workshops and seminars that deal with my topic
specifically, and some with broader relevance to Middle
Eastern and Islamic studies. These included a conference
about translation in the broadest sense of the word, a con-
ference that focused on radicalisation in the Middle East,

and a conference that dealt with Arab Jews. The calibre of participants and contributors made
these experiences most beneficial for my work and the development of my general expertise
in the field. 

Furthermore, being in Cambridge has also given me ample opportunity to network with schol-
ars, both resident in Cambridge and visitors. These contacts are proving profoundly beneficial
for my research. 

As for my specific research, this too has benefited immensely from my presence in Cambridge.
In particular, through presenting tentative findings and discussing them with the fellows of
the Centre I was able to identify some important lacunae and oversights in my analysis. This
has enabled me to reformulate my study in a more comprehensive manner. 

In particular, the traumatic nature of grammar instruction in the Arab world, and the signif-
icance of the pedantic approach of grammar in Arab pedagogy had been under-theorised in
my analysis before coming to Cambridge. This theme is now central in my analysis of the 
experience of grammar instruction in the Arab world, and in how this experience shapes the
attitudes of Arabs to Arabic and its instruction. 

Moreover, another central theme in my research, namely the analysis of the political economic
context of Arabic instruction in Israel, has benefited greatly from collaboration with postgrad-
uates and postdoctoral fellows in the Centre. This analysis forms the basis of two papers that I
hope to have published soon. 

Otherwise, I spent my time in Cambridge furthering my comparative analysis of textbooks
and techniques of Arabic grammar instruction in the Jewish and Arab school sectors in Israel,
and at Israeli Universities.
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Centre Management Committee

Director 
• Professor Yasir Suleiman, FRSE

Committee of Management 
• Professor Simon Franklin (Chairman) 
• Professor Robert Gordon 
• Professor Christopher Hill 
• Professor Richard Hunter 
• Professor Hans Van de Ven 

Representitives from the Alwaleed Bin Talal Foundation
• Dr. Anas Al Shaikh Ali 
• Muna Abu Sulayman 
• Omer Totonji 

Professor Yasir Suleiman – Biographical Summary

Professor Yasir Suleiman is Director of The Prince Alwaleed
Bin Talal Centre of Islamic Studies, Chair of Modern Arabic
Studies, a Fellow of King's College, Cambridge and a Fellow
of the Royal Society of Edinburgh.

Professor Suleiman's research covers the cultural politics of the
Middle East with special focus on identity, conflict, diaspora
studies and modernization in so far as these issues relate to
language, modern Arabic literature, translation and memory.
He also conducts research in Arabic grammatical theory and
the Arabic intellectual tradition in the pre-modern period. 

His many published works include A War of Words: Language and Conflict in the Middle East
(), The Arabic Language and National Identity: A Study in Ideology (), The Arabic Gram-
matical Tradition: A Study in Tal'liil (), Arabic, Self and Identity: A Study in Conflict and Dis-
placement (forthcoming, ), Literature and Nation in the Middle East (edited with Ibrahim
Muhawi, ), Language and Society in the Middle East and North Africa (editor, ), Arabic
Grammar and Linguistics (editor, ), Language and Identity in the Middle East and North Africa
(editor, ) andArabic Sociolinguistics: Issues and Perspectives (editor, ), Living Islamic His-
tory (ed., forthcoming ), Being Palestinian: Personal Reflections on Identity in the Diaspora
(ed., forthcoming ). He is a member of the editorial boards of a number of journals and
book series.
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Discussion Day

Lost in Translation? Sacred and Secular Discourse in 
Conflict and Post-Conflict Scenarios

 May , St Edmund’s College, Cambridge

A working day to bring scholars together from across a wide range of disciplines, 
to discuss how translation difficulties between sacred and secular 

discourses impact the possibility of peace

WORKING DAY OBJECTIVES

The objectives for the working day are to:

A. Find conceptual clarity

. Identify what might count as secular language/discourse/style or what might count as 
religious/discourse/style language in conflict and post-conflict scenarios 

. Identify how spoken/written religious language on one hand or the use of signs, symbols
or rituals on the other incite or defuse violence in different ways. Identify how spoken/tacit
secular language or the use of secular markers incite or defuse violence.

. Distinguish between war and post-war scenarios. Examine the ontological relationship
between language and events – does the use of religious or secular discourse foment/defuse
violence or is it a response to violence? How does the day-to-day level of violence impact
on language use and vice versa? 

. Explore whether religious rhetoric is in any way different from any other use of religious
language in its impact. Are there scenarios where it is necessary to use religious terms and
others where it is not necessary? (For example, the mobilization of religious rhetoric to
build political support seems contingent rather than necessary. However, in order to discuss
a sacred site, it would be impossible to do so without using religious terms.)

. Move towards clarification as to how and why religious rhetoric seems so inflammatory
to a secular audience. Is this reaction intellectual/moral/aesthetic/spiritual/emotional?
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. Is “translation” between religious and secular language helpful and how might it be
achieved? Between different religious vocabularies? What does one miss in the translation
process? 

. Identify how these issues impact on security concerns: decision-making and outcomes at
the politico and military-strategic levels, operationally and in theatre when deploying
forces for occupation, in situations of contested state-building and peacekeeping 

B. Identify examples

. Focus on a set of real-life examples from multiple conflict scenarios, where there has been
a clear conflict between religious and secular political discourse. 

. Identify a list of religious and secular terms that are particularly contentious and/or 
inflammatory

. Clarify when or whether it makes a difference whether religious leaders authorize the use
of inflammatory religious or secular language

. Identify specific examples of ways in which religious and secular terms are used to reinforce
power structures in conflict and post-conflict scenarios

C. Develop follow-up programming

. Identify one or more conflicts that could be used as case studies for a follow-up conference.
Raise a new set of conceptual questions for a US working day and follow up conference

. Identify future participants from a range of fields: theology, sociology, history, sociolin-
guistics, discourse analysis, etc. 

After the Cambridge working day, a discussion document will be produced and posted on the
Religion and Ethics in War and Peace-Making website. Future plans include a similar discussion
day at a US partner institution in spring  and a series of consultations with UK policy-
makers. Funding will be sought to produce a policy-relevant “translation” guide and training
programme, aimed at policymakers, military personnel and civil society organisations. 
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Radicalisation

Conference Programme  June 
Faculty of Asian an Middle Eastern Studies,

University of Cambridge, Sidgwick Site

.–. Introduction, Dr. George Joffe, POLIS and Prof. Yasir Suleiman, 
Director, Prince Alwaleed Bin Talal Centre of Islamic Studies.

.–. Session I: definitions
As the statement above indicates, the actual meaning to be attached to the con-
cept of radicalisation is complex and multiform. It depends in large part on
who is defining it and on the accumulation of past experience in determining
the options available to the hegemonic and non-hegemonic actors involved.
It is therefore proposed that this session should lay the ground rules for a sub-
sequent discussion by examining:
. Historical patterns of radicalisation in Europe and the Middle East and
North Africa; 
. Definitions of radicalisation and the discourses of challenge to hegemony
and state intervention that have emerged; and 
. The consequent policies of securitisation that have been developed by
states to manifestations of radicalisation. 

Savage, S. 
Identity conflict among young Muslims in the UK and the EU
Joffe, G.
Antiphonal responses: social movements and networks
Silvestre, S. 
What is “radical” about Islam?

. – . Refreshments

.–. Session II: causes
Although the common assumption is that radicalisation is a consequence of
social and political interaction in which established power is challenged
through informal means, this is not necessarily the only valid explanation nor,
indeed, a comprehensive analysis of a complex phenomenon. Social movement
theory which is intimately concerned with radicalisation, for example, offers
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a series of possible explanations, ranging from sociology and psychology to
ideology. This session, therefore, will focus on these possibilities to establish
their relevance and the possible inter-linkages between them under the fol-
lowing categories:
. Socio-political explanations 
. The economic dimension 
. Psycho-social explanations 
. The role of ideology 

.–. Session II: causes (continued)
Göl, A. 
Ethnic Radicalisation: Kurdishness as Extremism in Hegemonic Discourse of
Turkey
Goddard, H.
A biographical approach to radicalisation: Ziauddin Sardar’s Desperately
seeking Paradise and Ed Husain’s The Islamist.
Pargeter, A. 
Historical patterns of Islamic radicalisation in Europe and North Africa.
Farmanfarmaian, R. 
Reluctant radicals: the hearts and minds of the silent majority as reflected in
Mohsin Hamid’s The reluctant fundamentalist.

. – . Lunch

.–. Session III: structures and outcomes
Since radicalisation is a social as well as an individual experience, the structures
created through which it can be expressed are often a crucial part of the en-
gagement process. Indeed, the nature of such structures can itself be an integral
component of radicalisation, quite outside the intellectual engagement invol-
ved, and can also determine what the outcomes may be, as was clearly demon-
strated from European radicalisation in the second half of the twentieth cen-
tury. This session will thus address the roles of:
. Social movements 
. Antiphonal radicalism and the state 
. Alienation and anomie 
Kalawoun, N. 
Tripoli, Lebanon: and Islamist fort or a source of terror?
Ashour, O. 
Radicalisation and de-radicalisation processes in North Africa: case in Egypt,
Algeria and Libya
Spencer, J. 
‘Sowing dragon’s teeth’: radicalisation in the Iraq theatre-of-Operations
Hroub, K.     
Israeli Occupation and Western Foreign Policy in the Middle East and 
Radicalisation

. – . Refreshments
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.–. Session IV: Case studies in extremism
Political extremism and violence is often, but not inevitably, the end-state of
political radicalism. This session therefore examines patterns of political 
extremism in regions that have been most prone to it in the past fifty years. It
will seek to establish the degree to which such patterns demonstrate common
features and the mechanisms by which they were combated as well as the 
degree to which they were rational responses to collective coercion and to what
degree they were able to modify it. The areas to be examined are:
. The Middle East and North Africa 
. Asia (both Muslim and Non-Muslim states) 
. Europe 
. Latin America. 
Willis, M. 
Radicalisation and the Political Process in the Maghreb
Baabood, A. 
Radicalisation in the Gulf
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The Fifth Islamic Manuscript Conference

Conference Programme  June 

Friday th July

. ‒ . Breakfast in the Great Hall, Christ’s College
. ‒ . Registration in the Yusuf Hamied Lecture Theatre Lobby, Christ’

College

Welcoming Speeches

. – . Professor Charles Melville
President, The Islamic Manuscript Association and Professor of 
Persian History, University of Cambridge, UK
Mr Davidson MacLaren
Executive Director, The Islamic Manuscript Association and 
Director, Thesaurus Islamicus Foundation and Dar al–Kutub 
Manuscript Project, Egypt 

. – . Refreshments

Access and Rights Panel – Chaired by Mr Davidson MacLaren

. – . Mr Tim Padfield
Information Policy Consultant and Copyright Officer, 
The National Archives, UK 
Understanding Copyright 

. – . Seated Lunch in the Great Hall, Christ’s College

Access and Rights Panel – Chaired by Mr Davidson MacLaren (Continued)

. – . Mr Simon Tanner
Director, King’s Digital Consultancy Services, King’s College, 
London, UK
Financial Models for Managing Digital Collections 
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. – . TBA
. – . Dr William Kilbride

Executive Director, The Digital Preservation Coalition, UK
Our Digital Memory Available Tomorrow: Digitisation for the 
Long Term 

. – . Refreshments

Collections Panel – Chaired by Professor Charles Melville

. – . Dr Ahmet Erkol
Associate Professor, Faculty of Divinity, Dicle University, Turkey
Islamic Manuscripts in the South and South Eastern Regions of 

Turkey 
. – . Dr Aziz Nazmi Shakir

Assistant Professor, Sabancı University, Turkey
Ottoman Manuscripts from the Eastern Rhodope Mountains: 
Surviving the Challenges of the ‘Revival Process’ in Socialist Bulgaria 

. – . Dr Ismaheel Jimoh
Senior Research Fellow (Arabic Documentation), Institute of African 

Studies, University of Ibadan, Nigeria
Preservation of Islamic Manuscripts in Nigeria: Prospects and 
Problems 

. – . Break 

Documentary Film Screening (First Screening)

. – . Mr David Jacobs
Senior Conservator, British Library, UK

A Digital Renaissance: Imaging the Iliad 

. – . Dinner in the Great Hall, Christ’s College 
. – Coffee in the Old Combination Room, Christ’s College 

Saturday th July

. – . Breakfast in the Great Hall, Christ’s College 

Research and Publishing Panel – Chaired by Dr Muhammad Isa Waley
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. – . Dr Zahra Faridany–Akhavan 
Independent Scholar, France
The Mughal Manuscript of the Hamzanama: Correction and 
Reconstruction, Narrative Cycles, Comparison and Comprehension 

. – . Mr Adam Gacek
Faculty Lecturer, Institute of Islamic Studies, McGill University, 
Canada
The Osler Codex of Nasir ad–Din at–Tusi’s Commentary on 
Avicenna’s al–Isharat wa’t–tanbihat 

. – . Mr Philipp Bruckmayr
PhD Candidate, Institute of Oriental Studies, University of Vienna, 
Austria
Islamic Manuscripts from Cambodia 

. – . Refreshments 
. – . Prof. Bahija Chadili

Senior Lecturer, Faculty of Arts and Humanities, University of 
Hassan II, Morocco
African Arabic Manuscripts and their Role in a Re–reading of 
Sub–Saharan African Political History in the Nineteenth Century 

. – . Mr Ali Akbar Ziaee
Researcher, Manuscript Unit, International Institute of Islamic 
Thought and Civilization, Malaysia
Hasan Kafi� al–Aqhisari� and his Azhar al–Rawdat f� Sharh Rawdat 
al–Jannat 

. – . Seated Lunch in the Great Hall, Christ’s College 

Cataloguing Panel – Chaired by Mr David Hirsch

. – . Dr Jonathan Rodgers
Head of Near Eastern Division, University of Michigan Library, USA 
Mrs Roberta Dougherty
Middle Eastern Studies Librarian, University of Texas at Austin 
Library, USA
Collaboration in Cataloguing: Islamic Manuscripts at Michigan – 
History and Future 

. – . Dr Oliver Watson
Director, Museum of Islamic Art, Qatar
Islamic Manuscripts in the Museum of Islamic Art, Doha, Qatar 

. – . Dr Oman Fathurahman
Senior Researcher, Centre for the Study of Islam and Society, State 
Islamic University Jakarta, Indonesia
Thesaurus of Indonesian Manuscripts (TIM): An Effort to Develop 
a Comprehensive Database for Academic Purposes 

. – . Refreshments 
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. – . Mr Mostafa Derayati
Head, Al–Javad Cultural and Research Institution, Iran
Presenting the Only Private Information Bank of Manuscripts in Iran 

. – . Dr Hamadou Adama
Associate Professor, Department of History, University of Ngaoundéré,
Cameroon
Arabic Manuscripts in Cameroon: Accessibility and Cataloguing 

. – . Break 
. – . Annual General Meeting of the Islamic Manuscript Association 

(Members Only) 
. – . Dinner in the Great Hall, Christ’s College 
. – Coffee in the Old Combination Room, Christ’s College 

Documentary Film Screening (Second Screening)

. – . Mr David Jacobs
Senior Conservator, British Library, UK
A Digital Renaissance: Imaging the Iliad 

Sunday th July

. – . Breakfast in the Great Hall, Christ's College 

Conservation Panel – Chaired by Dr Mandana Barkeshli

. – . Mrs Gillian Boal
Conservation and Collection Care Manager, The Wellcome Library, UK
Dr Athanasios Velios
Research Fellow, Saint Catherine’s Library Conservation Project, 
Camberwell College, University of the Arts London, UK
Mr Marco Di Bella
Freelance Conservator, Italy
Dr Theresa Zammit–Lupi
Freelance Conservator, Malta 
Conservation for Digitisation: Surveying the Arabic Manuscript 
Collection at the Wellcome Library 

. – . Miss Élise Franssen 
PhD Candidate, University of Liège, Belgium
A Maghrib� Copy of Kit�b al–Faraj ba‘d ash–shidda by the Iraqi qadi
at–Tan�h�: Study of a Université de Liège Manuscript 

. – . Dr Brent Seales
Gill Professor of Computer Science, University of Kentucky, USA
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Mr David Jacobs
Senior Conservator, British Library, UK 
The Virtual Opening and Conservation of Hidden Texts 

. – . Refreshments 
. – . Mrs Rajabi Binti Abdul Razak

Researcher, MARA University of Technology, Malaysia
The th Century Malay Qur’an: A Comparative Study of Materials 
and Techniques 

. – . Mr Stephen Chapman
Manager, Open Collections Program, Harvard University Library, USA
Mrs Katherine Beaty
Book Conservator, Weissman Preservation Center, Harvard 
University Library, USA 
Harvard University Library Islamic Heritage Project: Challenges in 
Large–Scale Conservation and Digitization of Islamic Manuscripts 

. – . Seated Lunch in the Great Hall, Christ’s College 
. – . Conference Photo 

Digitisation Panel – Chaired by Mrs Carol Burrows

. – . Ms Carol Burrows
Assistant Librarian, Special Collections (Images), The John Rylands 
Library, The University of Manchester, UK 
Ms Caroline Checkley–Scott
Head of Collection Care, The John Rylands Library, The University 
of Manchester, UK 
Enabling Access by Digitisation: Spotlight on a Shahnama 

. – . Dr Stéphane Ipert
Director, Centre de Conservation du Livre, France
The Digitisation Projects of MANUMED (Manuscripts of the 
Mediterranean) 

. – . Dr Jan van der Putten
Associate Professor, Department of Malay Studies, National 
University of Singapore
Riau Manuscripts: The Gateway to the Malay Intellectual World 

. – . Refreshments 
. – . Dr Cécile Bonmariage

Researcher, Fonds de la Recherche Scientifique, Belgium
Organising Data: Shaping Scholarship on Manuscripts in the Digital Age 

. – . Mr Boujdad Mkadem Abdelhamid
Ph.D Candidate in Communication Sciences, Free University of 
Brussels, Belgium
Dr Paul Nieuwenhuysen
Professor of Science and Technology, Free University of Brussels, 
Belgium 
Digitisation of Manuscripts in Morocco: A Historical Research Issue 
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Closing Speeches

. – . Professor Charles Melville
President, The Islamic Manuscript Association and Professor of 
Persian History, University of Cambridge, UK
Mr Davidson MacLaren
Executive Director, The Islamic Manuscript Association and 
Director, Thesaurus Islamicus Foundation and Dar al–Kutub 
Manuscript Project, Egypt 

. – . Dinner in the Great Hall, Christ’s College 
. – Coffee in the Old Combination Room, Christ’s College 
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At Home and Abroad: Arab Writers in the UK

A series of readings and discussions with some of the foremost 
Arab authors writing in the UK today

 February  Ehab Bessaiso

Ehab Bessaiso is a Palestinian poet and writer, born in Gaza and currently living in Cardiff.
His first poetry collection, The Albatross of the blurred Sky Line was published in Beirut in 

and later reprinted in Cairo. His recent anthology Happenings in the Hourglass was published
in Beirut in . Ehab will be reading from both collections and discussing his work.

 February  Fadia Faqir

Fadia Faqir is a Jordanian/British writer based in Durham city. Her first novel, Nisanit, was
published by Penguin in  and is currently being translated into Arabic. Her second novel,
Pillars of Salt, was published by Quartet Books in , and was translated into German, Dutch
and Danish. The Danish translation was the runner up for the ALOA literary award . She
is the editor and co-translator of In the House of Silence: Autobiographical essays by Arab women
writers, Garnet Publishing, , translated into Turkish. 

Fadia Faqir has written a few plays and short stories. ‘The Separation Wall’, a short story, and
‘Sofia Blues’, a collection of poems, were published in Magnetic North, New Writing North,
December, . ‘The Separation Wall’ will also be published in Dominican Literature and Arab-
American and Arab Anglophone Literature edited by Nathalie Handal. Her third novel My Name
is Salma was published by Doubleday in May , Grove Atlantic (US title Cry of the Dove),
October , and HarperCollins (Canada title Cry of the Dove), October . It was/will be
translated into thirteen languages. 

Fadia Faqir is working on her fourth novel At the Midnight Kitchen. A group of people from
different backgrounds, ethnicities and religions live next to each other in a block of flats in
Hammersmith, London. There is violence, self-hate, guilt, pursuit of redemption, compassion,
humour and forgiveness. But who stabbed to death the shady figure in flat number two? 
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 February  Hisham Matar

Hisham Matar's first novel, In the Country of Men, was shortlisted for the  Man Booker
Prize and won the Commonwealth First Book Award (Europe and South Asia), the Royal So-
ciety of Literature Ondaatje Prize, and the Premio Internazionale Flaiano. It has been translated
into twenty-seven languages. Matar's essays have appeared in the Arabic newspaper Alsharq
Alawsat, The Guardian, The Independent, Internazionale (Italy), The Los Angeles Times, The
New York Times, El Pais (Spain), The Times and the New Statesman. In  he was the Mary
Amelia Cummins Harvey Visiting Fellow at Girton College, Cambridge. 

 March  Anwar Hamed 

Anwar Hamed, is a Palestinian novelist, poet and literary critic was born in the West Bank in
, and is currently living in London. 

He has published different literary genres, in Budapest, Beirut, Amman and Ramallah: 
Novels: The Bridge of Babylon, Stones of Pain, Scheherazade Tells Tales No More, Jenin , and
The Game of Love and Pride and other Idiocies. 
Poetry: Mind the gap 
Short Stories: Oh, those days!
Literary theory: An attempt towards the definition of the function of literature 

 May  Karl Sabbagh

Karl Sabbagh is the son of a Palestinian father and an English Mother. He was educated at
King’s College, Cambridge, and spent  years in the BBC as a documentary producer and 
director, followed by fifteen years running an independent TV production company in London.
He has visited many Arab countries, including a year in Libya helping to set up Libyan Televi-
sion, and has made many trips to Palestine and Israel, where he has been involved in media
and art projects. He is now a full-time author and has written ten books on a range of non-
fiction topics, including architecture, medicine, mathematics, aviation and fraud. In , his
book, Palestine: A Personal History was published in the U.K. and the U.S.A. It tells the story of
the history of Palestine up to  and of his father’s family in Palestine over the last  years. 

 May  Samuel Shimon 

Samuel Shimon was born into an Assyrian family in  in Al-Habbaniyah, Iraq. He left Iraq
in  to go to Hollywood and become a filmmaker, and got as far as Damascus, Amman,
Beirut, Nicosia, Cairo and Tunis. In  he settled in Paris, where he started the small press
Gilgamesh Editions. In  he moved to London, where he has lived ever since. He co-founded
Banipal magazine, and is currently its Assistant Editor. In , he and Margaret Obank (co-
founder and editor of Banipal) edited A Crack in the Wall, poems by sixty contemporary Arab
poets. His autobiographical novel An Iraqi in Paris, was published in Arabic and in English
translation in . The Arab press described it as “unique in Arabic language – reminds us of
Henry Miller” and “one of the gems of autobiographical writings in the modern period – the
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era of the image and the revolution of the spectacle”, and “a manifesto of tolerance”. The Times
Literary Supplement described it as “a forgiving and powerful book” and The Independent as
“an Arabic answer to Miller's Tropic of Cancer”. An Iraqi in Paris is presently on the Long List
of the Lettre Ulysses Award for the Art of Literary Reportage , see Lettre Ulysses website.
Samuel is the founder editor of the most popular literary website in Arabic www.kikah.com. A
profile in the Frankfurter Allegemeine Zeitung in  described him as “the Initiator” and “a
tireless missionary for literary matters”. 

 May  Khaled Hroub 

Shishas, Cities and the case against Mahmoud Darwish! 
Khaled Hroub is the Director of Cambridge Arab Media Project (CAMP) at the Faculty of
Asian and Middle Eastern Studies, University of Cambridge, where he teaches modern Middle
Eastern history and politics. He previously worked for the Middle East Programme of the In-
ternational Institute of International Studies, London (IISS). Hroub is the author of Hamas:
Political Thought and Practice, () and Hamas: A Beginner’s Guide () which appeared
in several languages. 

In addition to his academic work, he writes a weekly article that appears in leading Arab news-
papers in different countries. His most recent publication is an occasional paper on Islamism
and Secular Politics: Turkish and Islamist Experiences, published by the Abu Lughod Institute for
International Studies of Birzeit University, Palestine, and a forthcoming book (ed.) on Political
Islam: Context versus Ideology (London, Saqi Books, ). In literary, Hroub published a poetry
collection Enchantress of Poetry and a non-fiction literary volume Tattoo of Cities: Fragments of
a Cityless Man. 

 May  Hanan Al-Shaykh 

Hanan al-Shaykh was born in Lebanon and grew up in
Beirut. She was educated in Cairo and wrote her first novel
there at the age of nineteen before returning to Beirut to
work as a journalist for Al-Nahar newspaper. In  she left
Beirut because of the civil war and moved to the Arabian
Gulf, dividing her time between London and the Gulf States
for the next nine years. Since  she has lived in London
with her husband and two children. Hanan al-Shaykh writes

in Arabic and, with the exception of her first two books, Suicide of a Dead Man () and The
Praying Mantis (), all her work has been translated into English. Her other novels are The
Story of Zahra (), Women of Sand and Myrrh (), Beirut Blues () and Only in London
(). A collection of stories, I Sweep the Sun Off Rooftops, was published in the US in ,
and then in England by Bloomsbury in . Her plays, Dark Afternoon Tea () and Paper
Husband () have been performed at the Hampstead Theatre. Hanan al-Shaykh's work has
been translated into  languages and are banned in many Arab countries for their sexual 
explicitness. Her new book The Locust and The Bird: My Mother’s Storywas due to be published
by Bloomsbury in June . 
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Arabic on Campus and Beyond

Report of a conference held at the University of Edinburgh on
 April 

Yasir Suleiman Paul Anderson

Centre for the Advanced Study of the Arab World
in collaboration with

Centre of Middle Eastern and Islamic Studies

Executive Summary

The main aim of the conference was to enable students and teachers of Arabic at UK institu-
tions to share perspectives and experiences of the way Arabic is taught. It brought together
teachers of Arabic and other “hard” languages from universities, schools, and other professional
environments from across the country and beyond. The conference was the result of an ongoing
collaboration between the Centre for Advanced Study of the Arab World (directed by Elisabeth
Kendall) and the Centre of Middle Eastern and Islamic Studies (directed by Yasir Suleiman).
The Centre for the Advanced Study of the Arab World had been established in  to train
the next generation of UK students in the Arabic language, and to enable scholars and social
scientists to work with original sources and establish new contacts in the Arabic speaking world.
Unfortunately, language training had recently been ranked as the least important learning
benchmark in UK area studies. The Centre for the Advanced Study of the Arab World and the
Centre for Middle Eastern and Islamic Studies aimed to challenge this approach.

The first session of the day considered students’ different reasons for studying Arabic. Partic-
ipants considered whether it was helpful to distinguish between motivations that were “instru-
mental” (i.e. related a specific purpose such as a job) and those that were “integrative” (i.e.
connected to a general interest in a subject, culture or people). Students’ motivations were in
many cases linked to a personal, religious or political orientation towards the subject of study.
For example, some students wanted to study Arabic because of an active engagement with po-
litical issues in the Arab world. In these cases, the experience of learning Arabic in the Arab
world could serve to develop or strengthen such a motivation. The issue of student motivation
led to the question of what type of Arabic educational institutions should be teaching. Should
they focus on literature, culture and religious texts, or on teaching spoken dialects of Arabic?
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The gap between these two approaches was a particular issue because of the diglossic structure
of Arabic: the distance between the spoken and written languages.

Students also described a variety of attitudes they encountered from various quarters while
studying in the Arabic-speaking world. These ranged from hospitality to harassment, and from
trust to suspicion. In many situations students found that they were welcomed and integrated
into local networks; in some situations they encountered the desire to “instrumentalise” them
or use them for particular purposes. Thus, people’s attitudes towards students (like students’
attitudes towards their subject) could be classed as either integrative or instrumental. Finally,
this session considered how language teaching could itself inculcate either instrumental or in-
tegrative attitudes among students. Participants discussed how the Israeli state school system
oriented Jewish Israeli children towards Palestinians and Arabs through the way it taught Ara-
bic. The narratives used to teach a language could be used either to exclude or to integrate: to
perpetuate stereotypes or to challenge them. While language was a potential tool for integration
and knowing the other, the educational framework in this case saw knowledge of Arabic as a
tool that should serve the state’s military-security agenda.

The second session focused on the resources and methodologies used in teaching Arabic in the
UK. The distance between formal written Arabic and spoken dialects was seen to pose a major
challenge for both teachers and students, and the conference considered different strategies for
dealing with this. However, it was also suggested that the academic bifurcation of Arabic into
formal and dialectical languages was problematic, since most Arabs communicated somewhere
in between these two extremes. For example, advertisements were increasingly being written
in dialectical Arabic, and dialect expressions were creeping into print media. It was important
to engage with this reality when teaching Arabic. In the light of this point, the conference con-
sidered the strengths and weaknesses of one of the most commonly used Arabic textbooks: al-
kitaab. It also discussed a range of other resources and the importance of exploiting and
supplementing them in an engaging and imaginative way. In particular, “e-learning” internet-
based materials presented exciting possibilities, such as being able to use podcasts, mobile de-
vices, wiki-spaces and virtual books to support traditional classroom teaching.

The third session considered the different ways that Arabic was taught beyond university cam-
puses – in institutions such as schools, adult education language centres, and the military. Dis-
cussion covered a number of issues such as the need for common standards, collaboration and
coordination (particularly between schools and universities), as well as the methods and re-
sources used to engage students outside universities. Several speakers emphasised the need to
develop a set of agreed standards, and to develop Arabic A-level and GCSE examinations that
responded better to students’ needs. One speaker said that there was no clear guidance or policy
on how to teach Arabic in schools and that consultation was needed to establish an agreed cur-
riculum. The conference considered the increasing popularity of Arabic within secondary
schools, and the implications of this for universities. It asked how university departments
should cope with increasing number of university students who had studied Arabic at school
and therefore did not need to be taught ab initio. Arabic language trainers from the Defence
School of Languages added a military perspective to these issues, describing their own purposes
for teaching Arabic and the methodologies and assessment framework that they used.



The final session compared the perspectives of Japanese, Chinese and Arabic teachers. Since
these were commonly said to be difficult languages, speakers addressed the question of what
made each language hard for students and teachers. The nature of the difficulties differed for
each language, ranging from unusual vocabulary, style and morphological rules, to the sub-
tleties of tone and register and the difficulties posed by diglossia. In conclusion it was suggested
that what made a language hard was not any inherent difficulty but its distance from one’s na-
tive language. This distance could be either structural – a question of unfamiliar grammar and
vocabulary – or cultural.

The event was an exploratory workshop based on informal presentations, and this report seeks
to represent the range of views expressed during the day. Since the discussion was held under
‘Edinburgh Conversation Rules’, no attributions are formally made to named speakers in the
body of the text. CASAW would like to gratefully acknowledge the sponsorship of the Centre
of Middle Eastern and Islamic Studies, University of Cambridge, and the Subject Centre for
Languages, Linguistics and Area Studies. We are also grateful to Alan Whyte, John Glendinning
and Peter Glasgow for producing audio recordings of the event. Finally, we would like to thank
Sophie Lowry for her invaluable organisational assistance.

Professor Yasir Suleiman Paul Anderson
University of Cambridge University of Edinburgh
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Contextualising Islam in Britain: 
Exploratory Perspectives

University of Cambridge in association with
The Universities of Exeter and Westminster

October 

Project Leader: Professor Yasir Suleiman

Executive Summary

The Nature of the Project
The overall vision of this project is to create an opportunity for different parts of the British
Muslim community to come together to discuss what it means to live as a Muslim in modern
Britain. One particular aim is to explore how Islamic theologies and Muslim communities
might contribute to notions of active citizenship, civic responsibility and engagement in wider
society. Another rationale for the project is that British Muslims are growing up in a country
that is increasingly secular and need faith-based guidance on a range of real-life issues that
they face on a daily basis. The project has brought together a group of Muslim scholars, aca-
demics and activists with a diverse spectrum of views from across Muslim communities in the
UK. While it is funded by the Department for Communities and Local Government, the project
is hosted by the University of Cambridge and its direction is independent and autonomous of
both government and university.

Social and Demographic Contexts
Largely because of post-war migration, the British Muslim community has grown from some
twenty thousand in  to around million at present, or about % of the population. Muslims
are the largest religious minority in Britain, accounting for just over half of the country’s non-
Christian religious population. Great ethnic and theological diversity can be found in British
Muslim communities. In fact, there are communities within communities, each containing a
multitude of different talents and needs. Within these communities, there is a mixture of suc-
cess stories alongside instances of relative deprivation. Whilst the vast majority of Muslims live



peacefully with their neighbours, there is a very small group of British Muslims who have been
engaged in acts of terrorism. While radicalisation as a whole is still not well understood,it is
argued that violent extremism is at root a social and political phenomenon, rather than an in-
trinsically religious one.

The Political Context: Secularism
Britain is often said to be a secular society that is characterized by an ethos of liberalism. How-
ever, the term “secularism” covers a range of different political philosophies. The group dis-
cussed the different meanings of these terms, and the extent to which they could be considered
compatible with the Qur’an. The group affirmed its support for procedural secularism – al-
lowing all voices, religious or otherwise, to be heard in the public square – noting that it pro-
vides many benefits for British Muslims and allows Islam to be practised freely. However, the
group expressed concern about the dangers of ideological secularism, which seeks to deny the
legitimacy of religious voices in the public sphere.

There was a discussion of the way “divine sovereignty” had been understood and propounded
by some thinkers in the th century. These thinkers argued that an Islamic state is only valid
if God’s sovereignty is manifested through the incorporation of the Shari’ah, with its appointed
guardians retaining a central vetoing power in a modern state structure. In practice, this notion
could be used by a single individual or group to claim divine authority and act undemocrati-
cally. Some of the most prominent and respected figures in Islamic history argued against such
a conception of political authority. The implication of their positions is that the state should
not claim divine authority but should be held accountable to universal standards through the
free operation of the religious conscience.

The group therefore stressed the importance of holding power to account according to stan-
dards which are common to the Islamic tradition, and emphasized the legitimacy of secular
democracy as a means of doing this. The group concluded that Britain’s traditions of upholding
fundamental freedoms and of non-interference in the religious lives of its citizens should pro-
vide room for everyone, including Muslims, to practice their faith in an atmosphere of respect,
security and dignity.

Far from advocating withdrawal from society, mainstream current Islamic scholarship regards
political engagement as an obligation on Muslim citizens. While voting is not a legal obligation,
it should be very strongly encouraged. However, voting is only one form of active political en-
gagement. In general it is incumbent on Muslims to be involved in public life at all levels: to
seek justice and the common good, whether through grassroots campaigns, through writing
and scholarship, or through standing for election to local councils and Parliament.

It is also important to acknowledge that, in Muslim-minority countries, the Shari’ah has un-
dergone an “ethical turn”. In other words, for Muslims living as a minority in a secular liberal
democracy, applying the Shari’ah is a matter of personal conscience or communal moral sua-
sion rather than legal sanction. This is consistent with the way that Muslims have lived in non-
Muslim majority countries throughout the centuries. There is no obligation for Muslims living
in these contexts to strive against the wishes of their non-Muslim neighbours to implement
what some view as the full legal sanction of the Shari’ah.
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Pluralism
As with secularism, the group discussed the meanings and implications of pluralism,and the
compatibility of these notions with Islam. The Qur’an recognises the existence of different 
religions, and divinely ordains diversity in all its forms, whether religious, ethnic or linguistic.
Within this context it calls on Muslims to respect the brotherhood of humanity, and to promote
the common good. Different communities are urged to “vie with each other in doing good”
(Qur’an :). The group agreed that Muslims should assert and teach what they see to be the
truth of their faith while recognising the right of others to do the same. Pluralism in this sense
does not mean that Muslims are required to regard other faiths and belief systems as equally
true in the theological sense, but they should accept them and their followers as equally 
respected in our pluralist society.

The group discussed the mindset and language of “takfir”, which draws a sharp and opposi-
tional difference between those whom a group considers to be true believers, and the rest of
society. This mindset is often a symptom of withdrawal from society, usually accompanied by
a sense of disempowerment within mainstream society. The group considered that the distinc-
tion between believer and unbeliever is important in matters of doctrine and worship, but not
helpful in matters of social interaction or when talking about issues of the common good in
society.

The Qur’anic message warning Muslims against colluding or associating with enemies at times
of war (see Qur’an :), which is a common sense requirement for any society, has been mis-
interpreted by some to argue that Muslims should avoid friendly contact with non-Muslims.
The Qur’an is very explicit in affirming that this warning does not apply to “those who fight
you not for (your) Faith nor drive you out of your homes” (Qur’an :).

Rather than concentrating on difference, it is important to focus on issues of commonality –
identifying shared values and principles between Islam and other worldviews. In practice, this
means articulating a kind of civic morality that identifies how to treat others well: affirming
mutual respect, and not discriminating against others. Muslims should treat non-Muslim in-
dividuals as equal in the domain of social interaction, regardless of religious or doctrinal dis-
agreements. The starting point for building this framework, from the Islamic point of view, is
the body of principles outlined in the Qur’an and Islamic traditions, including good neigh-
bourliness, charity, hospitality, non-aggression, honouring of commitments and competing in
doing good.

At the same time, it is important to be able to teach and assert the ‘truth’ of Islam in public in
the same way that other religions are able to do. For many Muslims it is vital to ensure that the
thinking of young Muslims, their development and values, are rooted in the teachings of the
Qur’an. Muslims have a duty to safeguard the teachings of Prophet Muhammad (peace and
blessings of God be upon him) and should not feel that they need to compromise this.

The Shari ah and Human Rights
Islam is fundamentally concerned with ethics – the right way to live. Islamic ethical and legal
teachings place a strong emphasis on traditional moral values such as love, kindness, generosity,
patience and justice. The Shari’ah – or the Islamic path of moral living – provides a compre-



hensive system of ethical education that should be the central focus of teaching Islam to Muslim
children. However, it is important to teach Islam in a way that speaks to the reality of people’s
lives. Current structures in Muslim communities are often not well-equipped to do this and
this is an area that needs further attention.

Many non-Muslims, and Muslims, tend to have a skewed understanding of the term Shari’ah,
which conjures up images of floggings and beheadings. However, this is simply one historic
interpretation of one aspect of the Shari’ah: the hudud, or the penal code for public crimes.
The Shari’ah as a whole is much more than that – it is a way of life, based on an ethical code
that seeks to serve both a Creator God and His creation.

In fact, there is a great deal in common between human rights declarations and the underlying
objectives of the Shari’ah (maqasid al-Shari’ah), which seek to establish dignity, equity and 
justice for all. Islam forbids abuses and crimes such as forced marriages of men and women,
domestic violence, female genital mutilation and so-called “honour killings”, and teaches the
equality of all human beings regardless of gender.

Muslims of course believe that their commitment to ethical values is first and foremost derived
from the Qur’an, and the hadith. The belief that religion is good for society, and there is a 
legitimate place for religion in society needs theological underpinning. The challenge is to do
this while being clear that one aspires to and believes in the same values (such as compassion
and serving others) as the majority.

Active Citizenship
Islamic teachings recognise the notion of the social contract between the individual citizen and
the state, and emphasise the importance of respecting the contractual obligations one has 
entered into. Islamic teachings also recognize the naturalness of love of one’s country, or 
patriotism, that may feed into an active commitment to make a positive difference as a citizen.

The Qur’an also provides a strong basis for active citizenship. The Muslim belief that humans
are created as vicegerents of God places responsibilities on humans to develop good moral
character and to engage with society in a positive way. The Qur’anic advice to “encourage the
good and speak against what is wrong” also means that active citizenship entails influencing,
questioning and challenging the state when it fails to uphold its own principles of justice. Mus-
lims also need to engage politically in the legislative process to articulate their own visions and
values.

When developing discourses about citizenship, it is important to emphasise responsibilities as
well as rights. Contributing to the welfare of others, through zakah, is not an option but an
obligation in Islam. Beyond this, there are many ways to contribute to one’s community. Per-
forming khidmah (service) is a central Islamic value that motivates many Muslims. However,
this is often understood in narrow terms such as contributing to the mosque. In reality, khidmah
is an inclusive concept that needs to be applied to wider society beyond the walls of the mosque.
There are many forms that social and civic engagement can take, and these can draw on the
immense energy and talent of the British Muslim population.
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Over the past twenty years, there has been valuable Muslim scholarship on issues such as 
citizenship, identity and belonging, the social contract, civic engagement and responsibilities,
and relations with the rest of society. But although the ideas have been elaborated, a stronger
institutional framework is needed to deliver them. There are some excellent Islamic citizenship
education programmes, but more are needed. These programmes should aim to translate the
wisdom of the Islamic sources into an idiom and a context that speaks to the reality of people’s
lives.

Jihad
Jihad in its true sense is a key part of active citizenship. It means a positive ethical struggle: for
example, striving for social justice, fighting against poverty, or making efforts to reform oneself.
Jihad has recently been the subject of intense debate, partly because of the abhorrent misrep-
resentations promoted by some misguided groups from Muslim communities.

In some, stringently defined, circumstances, jihad means the legitimate use of force to defend
oneself. However, it is important to stress that Islam is opposed to all forms of terrorism, 
regardless of who sponsors them. While all legal systems recognize selfdefence as a legitimate
rationale for the use of force, it is clear that foreign conflicts cannot justify violence in Britain.
The geographical and historical context to some Qur’anic verses, such as those that mention
violence, need to be explained so that the verses are understood in the context within which
they were revealed.

There are many ways to respond to oppression other than by fighting. While there are strong
emotions about certain foreign conflicts and political situations, due to the secular, pluralist
and democratic nature of modern Britain, the struggle against injustice can take many forms,
such as lobbying, activism, and writing. British Muslims should take advantage of these 
opportunities. This is part of what it means to be a good citizen – but will only become a reality
when backed up by education, access to resources, and the self-confidence that these enable.
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Islam’s besieged moderates are 
making themselves heard

Article by: Professor Yasir Suleiman
The National,  October 

To say that Islam and the Muslims
of Europe and North America are
under pressure is an understate-
ment. In fact, the Muslims feel
under siege. On one side of the
squeeze are certain non-Muslims
who do not wish Islam to be seen
as a religion of peace, moderation
and ethical values that cuts across
faiths traditions and cultural 
systems. 

Whether out of Islamophobia or
political convenience, people of
this persuasion love to demonise

Islam and Muslims as the main sources of violence and terrorism in the modern world. They
have succeeded in turning this image of violence and terrorism into a dangerous stereotype, a
self-evident truth that needs no substantiation. The fact that the majority of Muslims speak
against violence and terrorism, regardless of its origins or the identity of its perpetrators, cuts
no ice with these confirmed Islamophobes and political opportunists.

From the other side, Islam and Muslims have come under attack from within the fold by a
small minority of extremists who wish to hijack the peaceful message of Islam, replacing it
with bloodthirsty assertions about what true Islam really is. These Muslims believe that inter-
pretations of Islam that speak of peace, moderation and the ethics of justice and toleration are
acts of surrender to the power of anti-Muslims who wish to destroy Islam from within.

The logic of both parties is the same: a moderate Islam that is willing to live in harmony with
itself and at peace with others if they are willing to do the same, is a historical aberration, a



posture of dissimulation and deceit, or an abominable act of surrender to the enemy. The im-
placable enmity of these two camps to a moderate Islam loyal to its universal truths and values
paradoxically makes it the most radical form of the religion.

The term “radical” has been endowed with negative meanings these days, but I am using it in
its old-fashioned sense of being revolutionary and thought-provoking. When moderation 
becomes the new form of positive radicalism in matters of faith, culture and civilisation, then
we know that the extremists have either won or, I would like to believe, pushed themselves to
the outer limits of extremism, to a point where the only platform is the politics of hatred and
fear. When those who are bitter enemies of each other hate you for more or less the same rea-
sons, you must be doing something right. This situation reflects the reality of moderate Islam.

Contextualising Islam in Britain: Exploratory Perspectives is the first report of its kind in the
UK and the outcome of a community-led project in which  Muslims took part in a series of
colloquia over nine months. Reacting against the discourses of extremism from within and
outside the Muslim community, the project engaged the energies of a cross-section of Muslims
in the UK: men and women, young and old, heritage Muslims and new Muslims.

The project aimed to reflect the diversity of the Muslim communities in the UK in faith, culture
and ethnicity. Led by the University of Cambridge, in association with the universities of Exeter
and Westminster, the project created a space where Muslims could meet, discuss, debate, agree
and disagree in an atmosphere of mutual respect and critical self-reflection. 

Funding came from the Department for Communities and Local Government, but the project
remained independent of both the British government and the universities. This strongly
guarded independence was important to its success of the project; it meant that members of
the project were able to set their own agenda, determine membership without interference,
and choose their own title for the report.

The government recognised that interfering in the project would not only be met with resist-
ance but would also lead to an outright rejection of the report by the Muslim community, its
primary audience. 

Members of the project did not feel they had to apologise for the universal truths of Islam.
These were presented as they are. However, an attempt to place the Sharia in its historical setting
was felt to be important in developing an authentic understanding of Islam that is capable of
responding to emerging questions and needs. The overriding question members posed to them-
selves was, what does it means to live as a faithful Muslim in Britain today?

As the discussions in the project developed, the group engaged and debated a range of topics
that emerged from this central question. The simple issue of living in multicultural, plural and
“secular” Britain developed into a range of related issues: what are the different meanings that
“secular” can have, and how are these contested? What does the Quranic commitment to plu-
ralism mean in our current context? What is the relationship between the overall objectives of
Sharia and the political and ethical vision expressed in international human rights instruments?
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Another important area of discussion was citizenship. What do Islamic traditions have to say
about citizenship, and how might Muslim scholarship develop this notion further? How are
discussions about citizenship created in Britain today? What does or should active citizenship
imply, and what might the barriers be to exercising this citizenship in wider society?

In response to these questions, the report stresses the importance of allowing the free expression
of religious voices in the public sphere, and expresses strong support for an accommodative
approach by the state in religious matters.

The report also emphasises the importance of political engagement through democratic chan-
nels, the need to strengthen civil society institutions as a protection against the power of the
state, as well as the legitimacy of secular democracy as a framework within which to hold power
to account. Active citizenship implies a commitment to the ethical responsibilities of citizens
in relation to the Quranic notion of humans as vicegerents of God.

The report sets out to counter the stereotypical interpretations of some Islamic concepts, 
including jihad, Sharia, fiqh, khilafa, dar al-Islam and dar al harb that have entered the English
language with streamlined, ossified or distorted meanings. Even the term fatwa has acquired a
narrowed meaning in English, almost replacing that of “legal opinion” with “death sentence”.
Locating these concepts in their historical settings, the report seeks to outline some of their al-
ternative meanings to correct and enrich the public understanding of Islam.

Contextualising Islam in Britain is an “exploratory report”, as its subtitle says. Reaction to this
well-crafted and balanced document has been largely positive, although those who oppose
Islam from the extreme ends of the spectrum, on the inside and the outside, have criticised it
as a whitewash or as an act of public surrender to government power. 

These two groups could not be further from the truth, and the fact that some who refused to
take part in the project have expressed strong interest in joining a second phase is a ringing
endorsement of it.

This change of mind and heart shows that the report is timely and that it resonates with Mus-
lims in their search for authentic, faith-based answers to their modern-day problems.

Professor Yasir Suleiman is director of the Alwaleed Bin Talal Centre of Islamic Studies at the 
University of Cambridge. 

Contextualising Islam in Britain is available for download at www.cis.cam.ac.uk/CIBP.html
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The Prince Alwaleed Bin Talal Centre of Islamic Studies (CIS) Cambridge, was 
established in  to replace the Centre of Middle Eastern and Islamic Studies
(CMEIS), Cambridge University.  The Centre seeks to develop a constructive and
critical awareness of the role of Islam in the modern world through research and 
outreach programmes to interact with policy-makers and the wider society.

prince alwaleed bin talal centre of islamic studies,
university of cambridge, faculty of asian and middle eastern studies, 
sidgwick Avenue, cambridge, cb3 9da. 
telephone: +44(0)1223 335103 
fax: +44(0)1223 335110 
email: secretary@cis.cam.ac.uk 
website: www.cis.cam.ac.uk
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